Name:___________________

Date:________

Cliveden Vocabulary Quiz
Instructions: Match each word in the word box to its definition below.
Colony

Loyalists

Independence

Primary Source

Patriots

Taxes

Representative

Haversack

Yellow Fever Epidemic

Musket Ball

1. Someone people choose to speak for them______________________________
2. People who supported the American Revolution__________________________
3. A round bullet, used in the American Revolution__________________________
4. Freedom from the control of others____________________________________
5. Money that people and businesses must pay to support the government________
6. A bag that soldiers wore over their left hip to carry supplies__________________
7. Any original sources that survive from the actual time period you are studying, like old
letters, diaries, drawings, maps, and objects _________________________________
8. A place that is settled at a distance from the country that governs
it_______________________________________________________________

9. Large outbreak of a highly contagious and often deadly disease caused by contact with
disease carrying mosquitoes________________________________

10. British supporters during the American Revolution________________________

Name:___________________

Date:________

Cliveden Vocabulary Quiz
Instructions: Match each word in the word box to its definition below.

ANSWER KEY

Colony

Loyalists

Independence

Primary Source

Patriots

Taxes

Representative

Haversack

Yellow Fever Epidemic

Musket Ball

1. Someone people choose to speak for them Representative
2. People who supported the American Revolution Patriots
3. A round bullet, used in the American Revolution Musket Ball
4. Freedom from the control of others Independence
5. Money that people and businesses must pay to support the government Taxes
6. A bag that soldiers wore over their left hip to carry supplies Haversack
7. Any original sources that survive from the actual time period you are studying, like old
letters, diaries, drawings, maps, and objects Primary Source
8. A place that is settled at a distance from the country that governs it Colony

9. Large outbreak of a highly contagious and often deadly disease caused by contact with
disease carrying mosquitoes Yellow Fever Epidemic

10. British supporters during the American Revolution Loyalists

